
WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A vehicle key system for verifying identity of

fingerprint information

controlling pieces of eq

about a user's fingerprint and for

lipment in a vehicle according to a

verification result , said system comprising:

a transmitter including a fingerprint information

capturing means for capturling fingerprint information from a

user's fingerprint, and a transmitting means for transmitting

10 the fingerprint information captured by said fingerprint

information capturing means together with a system-specific

identifier; and

a receiver disposed in the vehicle , including a receiving

means for receiving the fingerprint information and the

15 identifier transmitted front said transmitting means of said

transmitter, a verification means for verifying the received

Lnst a list of pieces of previously

; xon, and for verifying the received

identifier against a previously stored identifier, and a

20 control means for controlling said pieces of equipment in the

vehicle according to verifijcation results from said

verification means

.
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2. A vehicle key system for verifying identity of

fingerprint information about a user's fingerprint and for

controlling pieces of equipment in a vehicle according to a

verification result, said system comprising:

a transmitter including a fingerprint information

capturing means for capturing fingerprint information from a

user's fingerprint, and a transmitting means for transmitting
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information including at\

5 means for receiving the

least one of the fingerprint

information captured by sdid fingerprint information capturing

means and a system-speciteic identifier;

a receiver disposed in the vehicle, including a receiving

information from said transmitting

means of said transmitter, a verification means for, when the

received information inqludes the captured fingerprint

information, verifying the received fingerprint information

against a list of pieces of previously stored fingerprint

information, and for, whon the received information includes

the system-specific identifier, verifying the received

identifier against a previously stored identifier, and a

control means for controlling said pieces of equipment in the

vehicle according to at least a verification result from said

verification means; and-

a transmission information selecting means for selecting,

as the information to be transmitted by said transmitting means

,

only the fingerprint information, only the system-specific

identifier, and both of phem, according to a manipulation

performed by the user.

3. The vehicle key system according to Claim 2 , wherein

said transmitter includes! a display means for displaying kinds

of the information selected by said transmission information

selecting means

•

4. The vehicle key slystem according to Claim 2, wherein

said transmission informa tion selecting means includes an

30 the information to be trar

operation means that is manipulated by the user when selecting

smitted by said transmitting means

/
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of said transmitter, and wherein said transmitter further

comprises a selection information holding means for holding

selection information indicating the selected information, and

said receiver further compri ses a selection information holding

means for holding selection ^Information indicating the selected

information.

5. The vehicle key syjstem according to Claim 4, wherein

said transmitter includes said operation means.

6. The vehicle key sysltem according to Claim 4, wherein

said receiver includes saidi operation means.

7. The vehicle key systlenraccording to Claim 4, wherein

15 both of said transmitter and! said receiver include said

operation means.

8 . The vehicle key s

operation unit intended

20 disposed in said vehicle

ys tern

als d

for

according to Claim 4, wherein

operating a piece of equipment

serves as said operation means

.

^\ TT^SixB vehicle key system according to Claim 8, wherein

said equipment navigation device

.

25 ^y^P 10. The vehicle key sysiem according to Claim 4, wherein

pedal disposed in said vehicle also serves as said operation

means

.

11. The vehicIeTcey-^system according to Claim 2, wherein

30 if said verification means previ^u^y^stores no fingerprint
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ii^formation, when the received information includes the

system-specific identifier , said verification means performs

onlyNthe verification of the received identifier against a

previously stored identifier.

10

12. The vehicle key system according to Claim 3, wherein

if said verification means previously stores no fingerprint

information, \when the received information includes the

system-specific identifier, said verification means performs

only the verification of the received identifier against a

previously stored identifier.

13. The vehicle key system according to Claim 4, wherein

if said verification means previously stores no fingerprint

15 information, when trie received information includes the

system-specific identifier, said verification means performs

only the verification \pf the received identifier against a

previously stored identifier.
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14. The vehicle key system according to Claim 5, wherein

if said verification means previously stores no fingerprint

information, when the received information includes the

system-specific identifier, \said verification means performs

only the verification of the\received identifier against a

previously stored identifier.

15. The vehicle key system according to Claim 6, wherein

if said verification means previously stores no fingerprint

information, when the rec ejjfre^fl^information includes the

system-specific identifier, feaid verification means performs
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only the verification of

previously stored identifier

16. The vehicle key

if said verification

information, when the

system-specific identif

only the verification of

previously stored identi
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the received identifier against a

system according to Claim 7, wherein

meafris previously stores no fingerprint

received information includes the

i$r, said verification means performs

the received identifier against a

tier

.

l'K The vehicle key system according to Claim 8, wherein

if said verification means previously stores no fingerprint

information^ when the received information includes the

system-specific identifier , said verification means performs

only the verification of the received identifier against a

previously stored identifier.

18. The vehicle key system according to Claim 9, wherein

if said verification njeans previously stores no fingerprint

20 information, when the fseceived information includes the

system-specific identifier , said verification means performs

only the verification of tthe received identifier against a

previously stored identified

25 19. The vehicle key system Recording to Claim 10/ wherein

if said verification means previously stores no fingerprint

information, when the received information includes the

system-specific identifier, said verification means performs

only the verification of the received \_dentifier against a

30 previously stored identifier.


